formulates: "Intermediality is seen, more often than not, as something that actively 'does,' 'performs' something, and not merely 'is.'" This notion of intermediality implies a dynamic category within which media the cinematic medium becoming a playground of media interactions. András particular medium can best express its own mediality through the "foreign" material of other arts and media. The medial consonances and dissonances transform the cinematic medium into a liminal space where meaning as event Parallel Lives (Senkiföldje, 1993) is aimed at such event-like liminality in several respects: culturally, it turns towards a burdened site of the still unprocessed past of the Hungarian the other arts, incorporating a set of literary, painterly and musical allusions that contrast a culturally aestheticized view of the child in pain with the ultimate, inescapable and incommensurable reality.
unrepresentable. My research deals with ways in which the crisis of representation onto the real and assist "the movement between the representation and the real" (Peucker 2007, 9) . In the introduction to her book entitled The Material Image. Art and the Real in Film, Brigitte Peucker states: "It is only seemingly a paradox that the real and its relation to representation are centrally at issue in the trompe l'oeil and tableau vivant staging the real in its relation to representation" (Peucker 2007, 1-2) .
In mapping the rhetoric of intermedial cinema in her book Cinema and Intermediality. A Passion for the In-Between, among the various connotations performative aspect inherent in it: "Intermediality is seen, more often than not, as something that actively 'does,' 'performs' something, and not merely 'is'" (2011, 42) . Thus, the notion of intermediality implies a dynamic category within another, the cinematic medium becoming a playground of media interactions and meaning emerging out of the tensions, collisions, on the boundaries, in-between.
can serve as a premise: "the trace of the medium would become describable as to the real experienced as trauma, and related to this, in the relation between the discourses of trauma and the discourses of intermediality. As trauma is a liminal experience of the real that particularly resists representation, and any attempt at authentic representation is strewn with pitfalls, I examine the role of representations of traumatic experiences, Christof Decker develops the argument that "Mixed media often signal a lack of the visible and the knowable, yet by as a semiotic as well as technological process, may have two major implications:
it creates multi-layered, hybrid objects that are aesthetically complex and rich in ness of the threshold experience and providing the sensory-affective engagement of the spectator.
András Jeles's "Critical Cinema"
The main reason why András Jeles has remained mostly unknown in an to the Hungarian socio-cultural context. He is situated at the periphery also within Hungarian cinema, because he creates extremely bizarre and disquieting parables of human existence in the not easily digestible language of cinematic in the alternative/underground cultural movements and also a form of representational resistance, strongly defying the conventions of mainstream of cinematic expression, but it embraces a plethora of artistic endeavours that their activity within the thriving workshop of the BBS, a strongly intermedial spirit evolved in the Studio, in line with the medial expansion of the 1970s and 1980s. Most of the artists creating in the studio were transgressing the media from the institutional system of theatre, representing alterity even in the context of alternative theatre. Two of Jeles's theatrical performances were recorded onto Dramatic Events (Drámai események, 1985) and The Empire of Smiles (A mosoly birodalma, 1987) .
of the ideological sediments that restricted the possibilities of expression. The cinematic discourse elaborated by him radically deviates from the classical mode of narration in the Bordwellian sense, as well as from the representational templates entitled ( , 1979 ) was already made in this spirit, in cinema. The adolescent protagonist is in search of his identity against the backdrop society by aligning to neither alternative of representational modes. [ Fig. 1 .] Jeles's Dream Brigade (Álombrigád, 1983) , which was banned, and presented to the public only after 1989, shifts the perspective from the individual to a social group, that of the working class. [ Fig. 2 .] It is a parody mise-en-scène through composition and structure, to the relationship of sound and image.
In the next year, Jeles made The Annunciation ( , 1984) , a screen adaptation of a Romanticist philosophical poem of Hungarian literature, Imre Madách's The Tragedy of Man, which constitutes yet another shift of perspective, this time to the scale of universal human existence. In both, the Dream Brigade and The Annunciation, Jeles employs non-professional actors. The four adapted scenes of the Tragedy are acted by children, in this way The Annunciation contrasts the tragic depths of existence with children's innocent naivety, resulting in a grotesque and revelatory quality of the moving image. .] For Jeles, the child actor is a kind of mask, carrying energies other than adult actors, endowed with the capacity of expressing through concealing, in a state of oblivion. Acting requires a mode of expression that is beyond the namely the child actor, who, through "its" genderless and unprofessional acting, is capable of rendering the foreignness of existence (cf. Jeles 2006, 30) .
The child's perspective and the unprocessable trauma of the Holocaust are Parallel Lives, a. k. a. (Senkiföldje, 1993) , in which Jeles eschews the iconic images of the Holocaust in favour of narrating the events prior to deportation through the diary of an adolescent girl, along with the intermedial representation conjoining literature, painting and music, as well as archival footage of the child in pain, the child facing Joseph and his Brothers -Scenes from a Peasant Bible ( , 2003) , which counterpoints two stories of human exposedness told in different registers: the biblical story of Joseph and his brothers narrated in form of a shadow play, as well as a prostitute's story recorded with an infrared camera, both techniques leading out of the realm of cinematic familiarity. Jeles's cinematic art deviates from generic standards and commercial uses. Whether in the recurrent theme of (individual, ethnic, social or universal) is particularly motivated by the urge to depict foreignness in a revelatory way, He is attracted by themes and forms that resist representation, dips the cinematic discourse into crisis and gropes its limits only to return from beyond the boundaries of cinema, allowing meaning to take shape as event, mostly achieved through the presence of the "otherness" of the other arts.
According to him, a particular medium can best express its own medial character and display its own materiality by getting close to the foreign matter of some other medium: "There seems to exist a peculiar tendency in art: to create forms which bring to the surface the most profound and mysterious features of the matter […] . It is a shocking paradox: if the form makes visible its own material, if the medium its own possibilities and approaches a foreign territory, the language of another medium" (Jeles 2006, 8, translation mine) . quality or painterly composition. What links the two media, according to Jeles, is handling the material in such a way that it reveals what lies beyond the matter. Jeles regards the moving image as a means to evoke the invisible: "It is not the from painting -as sharply different conditions prevail in the two media in this respect -but rather the painterly mentality, the incessant vigilance, the dread and despair arising in front of the white surface, the tension between total naivety and total professional readiness, the childish guidance of the work of the hand, as well as the humble acceptance of the task that the visible image serves to evoke the invisible -in other words, that painting is a sacred activity" (Jeles 2006, 24 by an awareness of unrepresentability: the voice-over is that of the adolescent girl, Éva Münzer, who is also the protagonist of the story, a possible Hungarian Anne Frank, but who conveys a deep sense of disintegration as what is going on around her is beyond comprehension. From this perspective, it is the personal episodes and objects, the birthday party, the deportation of the family of Éva's cousin, the red bicycle and its absent owner, the fate of Uncle Münzer's last coat, (Steven Spielberg, 1993) attest to the immediacy, intimacy and "aural richness" (Lebeau the spontaneity and immediacy of 'life' itself" (Lebeau 2008, 13) . In Jeles's cinema, the child before the camera is situated in-between the anthropological and the artistic sense of playing, simultaneously inside and outside, standing for the artistic truth that "emerges into the unconcealedness of its being" in the Heideggerian sense (Heidegger 2001, 35) .
"I don't understand," the restrained voice-over of the child repeats again and again. In contrast, the camera does: the intruding, lurking, ubiquitous camera performs the gaze of the power. Voice and image act as dissonant agents, playing off one against the other. While Éva's diary documents the endangered intimacy of existence, the voyeur camera, lurking from beyond doors and curtains, infecting private sphere and interpersonal relations, records the gradual degradation and implosion of the family, reinforcing the feeling that there is nowhere to escape. The tension between the limited knowledge conveyed by the voice-over and the omniscience of the camera dramatizes the unresolvable dissonance between childhood intimacy and the irreversibility of destruction.
In rendering ultimate reality which is, on its own, inherently unrepresentable, literary, painterly and musical allusions that act as intermedial in the the dynamics of simultaneously concealing and revealing the dimensions of the real.
modes of other arts. It has to be mentioned from the outset that the literary, painterly and musical references to Goethe, Dickens, Caspar David Friedrich, and Mozart, Schubert and Wagner respectively, all belong to the classical tradition of the Enlightenment and Romanticism, several of which revolve around the exposedness,
Schein (2004) is right when he claims that there is an implied intertextual reference to the lines in Rilke's Duino Elegies that point at the profoundly unsettling issue of who is responsible for the death of children: "Who will depict a child just as it stands? -place it / within its constellation, give it the measure of distance / into its hand? Who make the death of children / out of grey bread, which hardens like a stone, / or place it in the cherry mouth as it were the core / of a shiny apple? Murderers are / easy to fathom. Only this: to take on death / completely, before even life begins, / contain it lightly and without complaining, / bereaves description." The evoked artistic references seem to emerge from the aesthetic experience of the child protagonist herself, who insulates bare reality and, as a defence mechanism, compensates for the loss experienced in life with the gain of imagination. Beyond this, the employment of classical cultural heritage reveals an awareness of the cultural determinedness of experience, of the fact that the communicability of experience is culturally coded, depending upon and carried by prior cultural in pain, the child in death with the ultimate, inescapable and incommensurable reality. Folding upon one another, the immediacy of the real and the hypermediated experience of artistic rendition also address the working of cultural memory, the consubstantiality of (inter)mediality and the mediatedness of memories, as well as the inertia of art in the face of the unpardonable sins of humanity.
In parallel with writing her diary, Éva is reading . The protagonist of Dickens's novel steps out of the book, gets animated by the girl's imagination and enters Éva's life as an alter ego or an imaginary friend with whom Éva shares her destiny. Dickens's book starts with the following sentence, which Éva quotes in her diary: "Whether I shall turn out to be the hero of my own life, or whether that station will be held by anybody else, these pages Éva, whose fate recontextualizes literature and at the same time reconsiders its destiny of exposedness to the atrocities of the adult world. The parallel (also Parallel Lives) is made evident in the scene of killing a pig, when the two children are watching helplessly how the adults take pleasure in the brutal -otherwise routine -activity. The memorable literary she becomes a witness also turns into a witness of Éva's fate. The incorporated literary scenes, simultaneously implying medial difference and contextual analogy, illuminate a non-place, a heterotopia in the diegesis of mise en abyme "in which we see not just an World War II: "The most beautiful book in the world will not save a child from pain" (Sartre 1970, 233) . Vicky Lebeau, in her volume Childhood and Cinema, comments on this passage as follows: "What does it mean to measure the value of intervention is that, while it casts the child's body -in pain, in death -as a type of limit to an aesthetic committed to acts of social transformation, it is also speaking out of a long tradition in thinking about the power of representation as, precisely, transformative of pain (a tradition usually derived from Aristotle's well-known commentary on our delight in the realistic depiction of objects that it would be painful to see)" (Lebeau 2008, 136) .
Parallel Lives also evokes the presence of painting in rendering the unspeakable. The close-ups of house interiors sea in a manner that evokes Caspar David Friedrich's painterly universe and metaphysical-existential horizon. I am now referring to one single tableau vivant, namely a symbolic setting paraphrasing Caspar David Friedrich's Two Men by the Sea at Moonrise (1817), in which Éva, the narrator-protagonist, and Dickens's hero can be seen together at the seaside. .] Brigitte Peucker regards tableau vivant tableau a degree of constructedness and aestheticism that often emerges in a tense tableau vivant performs the "reconnection to a universal cultural heritage of 'grand images '" (2014, 67) . The spectacle turning into vision, the mystical encounter of sky and water, the these idiosyncratic elements of Friedrich's painting are evoked in the cinematic tableau, which, however, deconstructs the painterly universe by erasing the mystical light and leaving only the huge sea and the cloudy horizon, while the children are throwing pebbles into the water and Éva's voice-over says: "I am afraid of the sea. It is so cruel. I saw how it dealt roughly with some of those from the incommensurability and deepens the exposedness of human existence in the face of universal foreignness. Jeles proves to be profoundly disillusioned with the metaphysical construction of Western culture and civilization.
creates a more penetrating intermedial playground, folding the layers of literature, music and painting upon one another within the cinematic medium, allowing for thread with documentary images. The archival footage, albeit representing a return to the real, functions rather as In this sense, the archival footage can be viewed not as a set of images evoking the but rather as an alternative modality of mediation, creating productive tension and interaction between two distinct sets of moving images. Indexical archival footage and inscribes a sense of difference into spectatorial experience. Its presence as may serve as meditation upon time and history, activating in the spectator the documentary consciousness in the sense Vivian Sobchack understands the term, that is, "a particular mode of embodied and ethical spectatorship that informs and transforms the space of the irreal into the space of the real" (Sobchack 2004, 261) . Jeles lifts into the narrative particular segments of the Nazi propaganda seen among those embarked onto trucks to be deported. scrutiny of a magnifying lens (connecting back to Éva's examining a painting with a magnifying lens and to the images of killing a pig also presented through its history into a dossier that needs to be reconsidered and the effacing mechanism of historical memory into personal involvement. The most emblematic moment of this documentary material is the dancing of a small crippled boy in front of the soldiers. The haunting indexical presence of children reconnects to the narrative Night and Fog boy raising his hands at gunpoint, as well as Ingmar Bergman 's Persona (1966) , which takes over this photographic image and inserts it into its highly unsettling intermedial texture. As Vicky Lebeau (2008, 139) comments: "Captured again by Persona, the photograph becomes a means to represent the precedence, or imposition of memory over lived time: the (still) life that rushes back in to interrupt our moments of being, registering the irruption of personal as well as historical memory."
As a memento, the archival footage condenses the future of the narrated time, turned into presence, the slow, iterative motion of people on the documentary grandeur of the accompanying music, Pamina and Papageno's duet from the , whose story portrays the education of mankind, progressing from chaos through religion and reason, ultimately to make "the Earth a heavenly kingdom, and mortals like gods," provide a cathartic closure that reveals a total disillusionment with the metaphysical and enlightened values and "anthropology of hope" (Balassa 1993) of Western civilization. The closure of Parallel Lives universalizes deportation into a parable of human existence. Beyond condensing the narrative and reinforcing the affective quality of cinematic experience, the intermedial occurrences act in the Heideggerian sense of Ereignis, Er-eignis, that is, in the sense of appropriation, of making one's own, providing medial irruptions that interrupt one's moments of being, and also revelative moments that make one feel the grip of human existence, creating the premises of an embodied spectatorship.
Conclusions
Jeles's Parallel Lives is a cinematic attempt at medially performing the emblem of the exposedness of human existence, and through the employment of a set of classical artistic references, on the other hand. Jeles touches upon the sphere of the unrepresentable through a deconstruction of the metaphysical and rational construction of human civilization evoked in the classical cultural references, which perform the working of cultural memory, but perhaps more Western civilization built on the heritage of Enlightenment and Romanticism, the incommensurability of the cohabitation -of the "parallel lives" -of the two faces of human culture, the scale of inhumanity and the aesthetic regime of culture.
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